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Horizontal Well B lowout
Encountering Water Flood Pressure
S AFE TY AL E R T
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Description of Incident:
•
•

•

While drilling a shallow, horizontal, infill heavy oil well, a kick and subsequent
blowout occurred. The blowout condition lasted for approximately two days.
At the point of loss control, the operation was directionally drilling intermediate
hole. The wellbore was immediately above the porosity pay zone and nearly at
intermediate casing point. Estimated formation pressures due to the water flood
in the area were 6900 kPa (16.8 kPa/m gradient). The blow out fluids consisted
of produced water with small amounts of polymer. Gas or H2S was not detected
during this event.
At the time of the blowout there was 20m of conductor casing set that had been
pressure cemented and well control was provided by a Class 1A BOP with a
diverter line to a flare tank. Weight material was available on site but was not
mixed at this point. The well was eventually killed using the “Weight and Weight”
method of well control. A first batch of mud was mixed and pumped down the
wellbore resulting in the well being killed, however the pumps at surface failed
and the well began to flow again. A second batch of weighted mud was mixed,
and after circulating the well over to a higher weight mud the well was killed.

What Caused It:
•

Encountering high water flood pressure before setting intermediate casing was the cause
of the blowout.

Corrective Actions:
Prevention:
• Increase separation between water flood pressure and intermediate casing depth
• Place an upper limit on drilling in high pressure gradient areas of a water flood
• Well design for drilling in areas of high pressure gradients should consider setting
deeper conductor casing
• conducting a Formation Integrity Test prior to approaching the water flood
pressure
Management of pressure kicks:
• Kill weight mud is premixed and available to immediately displace
• Specific well control procedures are to be developed and in place before
commencing drilling
• Use of Bottom Hole Assembles and circulating system that are designed to
handle the pressures and solids associated with displacing kill mud;
• Ensure surface storage capacity will be sufficient to contain produced fluids until
well is killed.
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